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Since its launch in 1989, teachers have looked 
to the Skills for School Success 
Series for teaching children the behaviours, 
organisation skills and study skills that make 
them successful both in and out of the classroom.

Skills from six key areas are taught in this 
newly redesigned series:

• School Behaviour and Organisation Skills

• Learning Strategies

• Strategies for Studying for and Taking Tests

•Textbook Reference Skills

• Reading and Interpreting Graphs

• Dictionary and Encyclopedia Reference Skills

Skills for School Success uses a spiral curriculum; skills that are introduced in one level 
are reviewed and extended in the following level with more diffi cult applications, plus additional new 
skills are added. Extensive fi eld testing confi rmed the success of the series in primary and middle years 
classrooms nationwide.
 
The Student Books, with content updated for the twenty fi rst century, guide the students clearly 
and simply through the teacher directed lessons.

The fully scripted Teacher Guides offer new ease of use with thumbnails that correspond to the 
student book pages.

Skills for School Success easily adapts for use from the regular classroom to special 
education classrooms, remedial settings, special study skills programs or holiday school programs.

A research based program, Skills for School Success provides direct instruction of the 
study skills your students will use across the curriculum. The lessons integrate easily with your English 
program and content area curriculum and each takes only 15 to 30 minutes of instruction.
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Skill Strands

School Behaviours and Organisation 
Skills
• Develop good study habits before and during class
• Organise and complete homework assignments
• Manage time and materials. How to:
 1. organise a notebook
 2. maintain a calendar of assignments and special events
 3. complete neat, well-organised papers

Learning Strategies
How to:
• complete assignments
• proofread assignments
• answer textbook questions
• study with the “RCRC” strategy: “Read, Cover, Recite, Check”
• read textbooks
• take notes
• study for and take tests

Textbook Reference Skills
How to use content area textbooks:
• table of contents
• glossary
• index
• title and copyright pages

Reference Books
Study skills targeted:

• dictionary use
• encyclopedia use

• pictographs
• pie graphs
• vertical bar graphs

• line graphs
• horizontal bar graphs
• tables

Graphics
Reading and interpreting graphs:
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Each Teacher Guide is divided into fi ve sections:

Introduction features . . .
• clearly written suggestions for use, time allocation and implementation
• list of additional materials required
• preparation tips
• “How to Get Started”

Lessons
Up to 78 teacher-directed lessons include:

Reproducibles:
• parent letters—linking classroom/home 
• student reference pages
• class posters—Visual reminders for your students of the important steps in each new skill.
• student awards

Review Games
Interactive/cooperative games reinforce and review skills.

Teacher Checklist of Critical School Behaviours
Analyse teaching practices that promote successful classroom behaviours.

Skills for School Success provides effective direct instruction and integrates easily 
with teachers’ daily lesson plans. The program spans the curriculum, with active participation involving 
the teacher, student and parents.

Teacher Guide Introduction

Skills for School Success Teacher Guides are 
fully scripted to help you teach these important behaviours and 
effective strategies to your students. Enhanced with thumbnails 
from corresponding student book pages, the teacher guides are 
necessary for program implementation.

clearly written suggestions for use, time allocation and implementation

fully scripted to help you teach these important behaviours and 
effective strategies to your students. Enhanced with thumbnails 
from corresponding student book pages, the teacher guides are 

• objective and rationale
• teacher preparation
• student materials list
• general teaching procedure outline

• fully scripted teaching procedure
• answer key for student book pages
• skill application, review and    
 maintenance activities
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Here’s what educators using Skills for School Success have to say about the program and the imapact it has made on their students.

“Our children are more organised and feel better about themselves. They remember when their assignments are due, keep all of their work 

in one notebook and have neater, more organised papers. The skills they are learning will be an excellent foundation for them throughout their 

school careers. Skills for School Success is wonderful!”

“Skills for School Success is the easiest, most complete study skills program I ever used.”

“Skills for School Success is the best program I gave ever implemented in the resources classroom. It aids in the instruction of skills that 

students with disabilities need to transfer the information they get in the special education setting to the regular classroom. I have had more 

success with Curriculum Associates than with other educational materials I use.”
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A Few Comments

 Book

 3 4 5 6

School Behaviours and Organisation Skills

Using Appropriate Before-Class Behaviours I E R R

Using Appropriate During-Class Behaviours I  E R R

Organising and Using Notebooks I R R R

Writing Entries on an Assignment Calendar I E R R

Using a Calendar to Plan Homework I E E E

Getting Ready to Do Homework I E R R

Completing Homework  I E E R

Organising Assignments on Papers (HOW) I R R R

Organising Desks and Other Materials I R R R

Learning Strategies 

Strategies for Gaining Information and Responding in Class

• Completing Assignments with Directions I  E R R

• Memorising/Studying Information (RCRC) I E R R

• Answering Chapter Questions I E E E

• Proofreading Written Assignments I E E R

• Previewing Chapter Content (Warm-up)  I R R

• Reading Expository Chapters (Active Reading)  I E R

• Taking Notes on Written Material   I E

• Taking Notes on Lectures    I

Strategies for Studying for and Taking Tests

• Multiple-Choice Tests  I E R R

• True-False Tests  I E R

• Short-Answer Tests   I E

• Content-Area Tests   I E

• Skill-Based Tests   I E

 Book

 3 4 5 6

Textbook Reference Skills

Using the Table of Contents  I E R R

Using the Glossary  I E R R

Using the Index  I E E R

Selecting the Appropriate Reference Source I E E R

Locating Information on the Title Page   I R

Using the Copyright Page   I R

Using Other Reference Lists    I

Graphics

Reading and Interpreting Graphics

• Pictographs  I E E E

• Pie Graphs  I E E E

• Vertical Bar Graphs  I E E E

• Line Graphs  I E E

• Horizontal Bar Graphs   I E

• Tables   I E

Comparing Information on Graphs of Same Type   I E

Interpreting and Comparing Information from Different Types of Graphs  I

Reference Books

Alphabetising  I R

Locating Words Quickly in a Dictionary I R R R

Reading and Interpreting Dictionary Entries I E E E

Locating Entries in an Encyclopedia   I E

Locating Information in Encyclopedia Entries   I E

I= INTRODUCED The skill or strategy is introduced at this level.

E=EXTENDED  The skill, strategy and/or instructional examples are extended 

and therefore are more difficult.

R=REVIEWED The skill or strategy is systematically reviewed and maintained.

Skills for School Success - Scope and Sequence

Qty Code Title Price
CA3830 Skills for Success-Student Book 3 $14.95

CA3835 Student Book 3- Set of 5 $50.00

CA3939 Skills for Success-Teachers Guide 3 $29.95

CA3840 Skills for Success-Student Book 4 $14.95

CA3845 Student Book 4- Set of 5 $50.00

CA3949 Skills for Success-Teachers Guide 4 $29.95

CA3850 Skills for Success-Student Book 5 $14.95

CA3855 Student Book 5- Set of 5 $50.00

CA3959 Skills for Success-Teachers Guide 5 $29.95

CA3860 Skills for Success-Student Book 6 $14.95

CA3865 Student Book 6- Set of 5 $50.00

CA3969 Skills for Success-Teachers Guide 6 $29.95
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